
THE GEOGRAPHY FRONT – A World Geography Tournament 

MODERATOR: Rounds consist of 30 questions. There are 3 tiebreakers to be used only in case of a tie. If for any reason a tossup 
needs to be thrown out, please request a replacement from the tournament director. This tournament uses an early-answer reward 
system called “boost marks.” A correct answer given as a result of a buzz made as the boldened text is read will be rewarded with 20 
points, all other answers will receive 10 points. Incorrect answers given before the end of the question will receive a 5-point penalty.  

 

Round 12 

 

 

1. Riots in 1998 massacred this city’s Chinese population and burned much of its Glodok district. A form of tuktuk 
called the Bajaj (ba-JAJ) serves as transportation on this city’s lesser throrougfares. Paintings by artists from this city 
are displayed in a former Palace of Justice, which is now the Balai Seni Rupa museum of fine arts. Tanjung Priok 
serves as the harbor of this metropolis which was founded as the port of Sunda Kelapa. The first sitting US president to visit 
this city also visited the Botanic Gardens adjoining the Istana Bogor, a presidential palace south of this city, and this city’s 
affluent suburbs include Menteng, which contains the former home of another US president. Like a city of its country’s 
northern neighbor, this city is arranged around Merdeka Square, which was south of Kota, the center of a Dutch district 
previously known as Batavia. The former home of Barack Obama, FTP, name this current capital of Indonesia.  

Answer: Jakarta 

2. This body of water has long been a place of exile, as its port of Panderma was a refuge following the Circassian (kir-
KA-sian) genocide, an island called Henna Island within it sheltered a large Armenian population, and a large Jewish 
population dwelled at Burgazada until World War II. Another island in this body of water houses the Halki 
Seminary, its nation’s only Orthodox theological institution. A kingdom on its south shore was once destroyed when a 
storm on it caused Cyzicus to mistake a retreating force for Pelasgians. Later, Panegorus took the town of Priapus at its 
junction with a river that flows into it, beginning a battle in which Spithridates (spi-thri-DAY-teez) was slain by Cleitus, 
saving the life of Alexander the Great. That river, the Granicus, meets it west of the Kapıdagı Peninsula near a group of 
islands noted for marble quarries used by Justinian to build the Hagia Sophia. An earthquake beneath this sea destroyed the 
city of Izmit in 1999. FTP, name this Turkish sea located between the Bosporus and the Dardanelles. 

Answer: Sea of Marmara 

3. The town of Jizcamox (HIS-ka-moks) is currently the only town offering education in a language of this people, a 
language that is locally related to Duit and Nutabe. They claim descent from a deity of the Iguaque (i-GWA-kay) 
Lagoon, but first occupied their current lands, which include former settlements at Aguazuque (a-gwa-SOO-kay) and 
Soacha, in the first millennium AD. This former Chiminagagua (chi-mi-na-GA-gwa) worshipping people’s sacred 
lands include the Tibabuyes (ti-ba-BOO-yes) and Juan Amarillo (WAN a-ma-REE-yo) wetlands, as well as Lake 
Guatavita (guay-ta-BEE-ta), which was associated with a diving priest who covered himself in gold. These people are 
responsible for the loan words tatacoa and curaba, meaning “snake” and “fruit” in their nation’s dialect of Spanish, which is 
spoken on the Cundiboyacense (koon-di-bo-ya-SEN-say) Plateau. Their largest settlements today include Cota, Chía and 
Suba, though a large urban population also dwells in nearby Boyacá. FTP, name this indigenous people of central Colombia. 

Answer: Chibchan or Muiscan 

4. A peninsula whose name means “yellow gate” splits this body of water in half. Copper mining on the shores of this 
body of water has resulted in the quarantine of its fishing fleet, which once sought its endemic spotted loach and 
namesake perch. Islands in its central zone include Algazy and Korzhyn. The Lepsy and Aksy Rivers form a 
combined delta on this body of water. The Uzynaral Strait connects the wide, shallow western portion of this body of water 
to its narrow, deep east. Shempek Bay is a southern extension of this lake that forms a crescent around the Saryesik-Atyray 
(sar-YE-sik-a-TI-ray) Desert, and that once formed the northwestern boundary of the Qing Empire. The surface of this lake 
dropped seven feet after the Qapshaghay (KAP-sha-gai) Hydroelectric Plant was built on the Ili River, and it now faces the 
same fate as the Aral Sea. FTP, name this partly saline, partly fresh lake, the largest completely located within Kazakhstan. 

Answer: Lake Balkhash 

 



5. The Passé de Korizo accesses the west part of this territory. Its southern delimiter bulges south to include the valley of 
Yebbi Soummé, though a 2-degree difference in the angle of its northern and southern demarcation lines leaves the 
village of Ybakourdi (ee-ba-KUR-di) to its south. This area’s only known mineral wealth consists of the Yedri Tin-
Tungsten deposit. The peak of Bikubeti is on this area’s northern border in its Wadi Yangara region. The Mourdi 
Depression is the southern limit of its eastern portion, which contains the sandstone towers of Erdi Ma. Its main town is an 
oasis of the Toubou people located in a bend of the Enneri Yebige (e-NE-ri ye-BI-gay). Although not included in this area, 
the city of Bardi administers the northern part of the province of Tibesti corresponding to this heavily land-mined piece of 
land. FTP, Libya went to war over what speculatively Uranium rich territory in the Sahara belonging to Chad? 

Answer: Aozou Strip 

6. Konkoita and Tamaran Camps are two historic locations which were flooded by the building of a dam on one branch 
of this river. Near its souce it is crossed by the Songkurai Bridge before entering Khao Lem Lake. The Srinagarind 
(sri-na-GA-rind) Dam blocks a southern branch of this river which is also called the Si Sawat, though its main branch 
rises near Three Pagodas Pass and flows through its most important settlement of Kanchanaburi, which hosts a cemetery 
containing those who died in an effort which actually focused on the Mae Klong, which receives both branches of this river. 
FTP, give the common name for these rivers of Thailand associated with the World War II era Death Road to Burma, the 
subject of a horrendously inaccurate film by David Lean. 

Answer: Khwae Noi (or Khwae Yai) River 

7. The Saramacca Canal irrigates this city’s Beekhuizen (BEEK-hoi-zen) plantation resort, whose owners freed slaves 
that eventually settled in its District F, or Frimongron. This city’s neighborhood of Blauwgrond is home to a large 
Javanese community, and its Arya Dewaker Temple serves its Hindu population, many of whom live in Tammenga. 
Keizerstaat Mosque is adjacent to the Neveh Shalom Synagogue in this city, and yet another religious structure is its 
Basilica of St. Peter and Paul, the largest wooden structure in the Western Hemisphere. This city gets its electricity from the 
Afobaka Dam on a river that begins in von Blommestein Lake. This city, whose Independence Square on the Garden of 
Palms hosts frequent competitions among its residents’ owners of whistling birds, contains the architecturally unique De 
Waag building, a customs house protected by Fort Zeeland, once an outpost of the Dutch West India Company. FTP, name 
this capital of Suriname. 

Answer: Paramaribo 

8. It’s not on an island, but Wrac’h and Ildut are prominent examples of a type of fjord found in this region known as an 
aber. Apothecary Cave is a sea cave on an island off the coast of this region which is known for clifftop headlands 
such as Raz and Pen-Hir. This region’s town of Argol contains a statue of Gradlon, who ruled a city traditionally placed 
in this region’s Bay of Douarnenez (dwar-ne-NAY), the Ker Y’s, which is part of the Sea of Iroise. The basin of the Aulne 
separates the Aree and Noire Mountains in this region that is part of the Armorica Massif. The Gallo dialect is spoken in the 
eastern portion of this region. A series of canvases by Monet depicts sea stacks in this region, the Aiguilles de Port Coton. 
Locmariaquer (lok-ma-RI-a-ker) is a collection of stone monuments in this region’s department of Morbihan. FTP, name this 
region containing the ruins of Carnac and the ports of St-Malo and Brest which is governed from its capital of Rennes on a 
French peninsula noted for its strong Celtic identity. 

Answer: Brittany or Bretagne or Breizh or Bertaeyn or Lesser Britain 

9. A lingua franca spoken in this city is called Sepedi by its speakers, and is one of the fastest changing creoles in the 
world. This city’s Indian residents were evicted from Marabastad (ma-RA-ba-stad) to Laudium in 1958. Cannons on 
the Klapperkop Hill defend this city. This city’s green spaces include its sunken gardens of Venning Park and it also 
contains the terraces of the twin-towered Union Building, many of which are decorated by jacarandas (ja-ka-RAN-das). 
Events at Melrose House ended a civil war in this city, and its Ou Raadsaal Building once hosted a parliament that met in this 
city’s Church Square. This home of the Poyntons Building lies on the plain of the Apies, extends to the foothills of the 
Magaliesburg (ma-GA-lees-burg) and is the center of a conurbation that includes Soshanguve and Centurion called Tshwane. 
The Piet Retief is a sculpture on this city’s Voortrekker Monument, whose architect also designed its Mahlamba Ndlopu (ma-
LAM-ba n-DLO-poo) presidential mansion. FTP, name this city in Gauteng Province, the executive capital of South Africa. 

Answer: Pretoria or ePitoli 

10. U Pass provides a route around the northeastern spur of this mountain, while Negrotto Pass is a gap in this 
mountain’s south ridge. The popular southeast route accessing this peak passes formations known as House’s 
Chimney and the Black Pyramid. A rare respite occurs at the Abruzzi Ridge, after which climbers face a narrow path 
known as the Bottleneck. A tributary of the Baltoro Glacier is considered this mountain’s base, which is accessed via a 



trailhead at Askole. Alison Hargreaves and Julie Tullis perished on this mountain, giving rise to a namesake “curse” which 
supposedly affected female climbers. Kanchenjunga (kan-chen-JUN-ga) is the only mountain to claim more lives than this 
peak which is found in northern Gilgit-Baltistan (GIL-git BAL-ti-stan) Province at the intersection of the Kunlun Shan and 
Karakoram Ranges. FTP, name this peak on the border of China and Pakistan, the second highest in the world. 

Answer: K2 or Mt. Godwin Austen or Qoghri Feng 

11. The Dzerzhinsky (jer-ZHIN-sky) Rayon is the industrial northern portion of this city. Much destitution is found in the 
izbas of this city’s Perekop District, which is home to its mafia. A leather store in this city saw the founding of its 
nation’s first professional theatre troupe, which is adjacent to the Vlasyevskaya (vlas-yev-SKA-ya) Watchtower and 
the Church of the Sign in its Volkova Square. The remains of this city’s kremlin are known as its “wooden town.” Two of 
this city’s churches, the Lady of Kazan Chapel and the 15-domed John the Baptist Church at Tolchkovo (tolch-KO-vo) are 
featured on the 1000-ruble banknote, and the green-domed Church of Elijah the Prophet marks this city’s center. The oldest 
text of the Song of Igor’s Campaign was found in this city’s Spassky Monastery. FTP, name this city, the largest and oldest 
on Russia’s Golden Ring founded at the conjunction of the Kotorosl (ko-to-RO-sl) and Volga Rivers and named for a 11th 
Century prince. 

Answer: Yaroslavl’ 

12. This body of water was expanded during the Hatepe Eruption and created following the Oruanui (o-RWA-nui) 
Cataclysm. A community of freshwater sponges feeds on this body of water’s Horomatangi (ho-ro-ma-TAN-gi) Vent. 
The Aratiatia (a-ra-TYA-ta) Rapids end at this body of water, and are a result of a hydroelectric project of Mercury 
Energy. This lake’s extensions include Tapuaeharuru (ta-pwae-ha-RU-ru) Bay and Stump Bay, and a series of rock 
carvings depicts the navigator Ngatoroirangi (n-ga-tor-oi-RAN-gi) on this lake’s Mine Bay. The Wairakei Geothermal 
Valley lies just upstream from this lake, which receives Huka Falls on the Tongariro (ton-ga-REE-ro) River. That river 
continues after flowing through Turangi (tu-RAN-gi), after which it is known as the Waikato, its nation’s longest river. The 
town of Tauhara is the largest settlement on this lake. FTP, name this crater lake, the largest lake in the South Pacific, which 
is located on the north island of New Zealand. 

Answer: Lake Taupomoana 

13. El Nicho is a waterfall outside this city. The Bella Durmiente, a marble statue dedicated to a woman who died of a 
broken heart, is found in its La Reina peninsula, which hosts its nation’s only columbarium. An abortive naval 
uprising based in this city filled its Tomas Acena Necropolis, which is entered via a Doric colonnade modeled on the 
Parthenon. The Castillo de Jagua (kas-TI-yo de HA-gwa) guards the entrance to this city’s namesake bay near the 
abandoned Jaragua (ha-RA-gwa) nuclear plant. This city’s old money once dwelled in a series of mansions on another 
peninsula, the Punta Gorda, on which stands the Palacio de Valle. This city’s Purísima Concepción Cathedral and its ornate 
Terry Theatre stand on José Martí Square in its El Prado District, whose first building was the house of its founder Louis 
D’Clouet. FTP, name this only city in Cuba to have been founded by the French, the capital of a province between Matanzas 
and Villa Clara. 

Answer: Cienfuegos 

14. The triple-arched Gongchen Bridge crosses this waterway at its southern end. Shallow rivers from the Mt. Tai Massif 
once supplied flow that enabled it to cross its highest point at Nanwang Lake, which could once be reached through the 
Guang and Wen locks and dams, though it is currently navigable only to Jining, below which it falls to Xuzhou. Its widest 
point occurs as it enters Tai Hu Lake north of its intersection with the Qiantang. Its oldest section is found south of Huaiyin, 
and the silting of the Daqing Delta gave rise to its first stage, which was known as the Huitong. That stage was necessitated 
by a course shift in the Huang He during the Yuan Dynasty, when this waterway was greatly enlarged. FTP, name this 
watercourse that connects Hangzhou to Beijing, the longest canal in the world. 

Answer: Grand Canal or Da Yunhe 

15. The domes El Solo and El Fraile are found on this peak. The Barranca Blanca is a canyon on its northwest slope. 
Portuzuelo Negro (por-tu-SWAY-lo NE-gro) is a source of desperately needed water during the ascent of this peak. A 
modified vehicle race to the top of this peak uses the highest four-wheel drive road in the world and was nearly 
completed in 2007. That road ends at Refugio Tejos (re-FOO-hi-yo TE-hos), although most climbers stop at the 
canyon of the Cazadero de Quemadito (ca-sa-DE-ro de ke-ma-DEE-to), following which its first field of penitentes is 
encountered at Agua de las Vicuñas. Volcán El Muerto is a side vent of this peak. A dispute considering the height of nearby 
Monte Pissis involves a local record held by this mountain, and a better-known record, in the absence of fumarolic activity, 



would be held by Llullaillaco (yu-ya-YA-ko). FTP, name this tallest active volcano in the world, the highest point in Chile, 
named for an anthropomorphic feature that forms at the intersection of its glacial lakes and its halite deposits. 

Answer: Ojos del Salado 

16. The Îles de Ngor are found off the northern coast of this city. An order of Layene Sufism has its roots in this city’s 
neighborhoods of Yoff and Cambérène. The fishing village of Soumbédioune (soom-BE-joon) is encompassed by this 
city whose main markets are the Sandaga and the pentagonal Marché Kermel. This city’s university is named for 
Cheikh Anta Diop. This former city of the Lebu People was given a name that means “tamarind tree” and is traditionally 
governed by the Serigne. The tall, thin minarets of the Mosque of the Divinity is found in this city’s Ouakam (wa-KAM) 
arrondissement adjacent to the set of hills known as Deux Mamelles, one of which contains the North Korean-designed 
African Renaissance Monument. Amerigo Vespucci formulated his New World hypothesis while visiting this city on the Bay 
of Bezeguiche (be-ze-GWEESH), and its Île de Gorée (eel de go-RAY), one of the busiest slaving ports in West Africa, was 
the closest to North America. FTP, name this city on the Cap Verde Peninsula, the capital of Senegal. 

Answer: Dakar 

17. Rain forests in this section of coastline are broken up by its shola grassland complex. This region consists of dune-
bounded lagoons like the Ashtamudi Backwater, the largest of which is Vembanad, which are connected by canals 
which form its nation’s main intracoastal waterway. One of this region’s chief religious minorities worshipped in its 
Parur and Chendamangalam (chen-da-MANG-a-lam) Synagogues and are the oldest Jewish population in its nation. 
Another community was established by the founder of the Ezharapallikal (e-zha-ra-PA-li-kal), or Seven Churches, and 
is an offshoot of a Syrian Orthodox faith founded by St. Thomas. In the novel 1984, Oceania and Eurasia are locked in trench 
warfare centering on a front in this region, and Arundhati Roy’s The God of Small Things takes place on this edge of the 
Lakshadweep (lak-SHAD-weep) Sea that is predominantly Malayalam (ma-la-YA-lam)-speaking. Including the cities of 
Mangalore, Trivandrum and Cochin, FTP, name this coastal region south of Goa encompassing the coastlines of the states of 
Kerala and Karnataka in southwestern India. 

Answer: Malabar Coast (anti-prompt on “Kerala,” prompt on “western Karnataka”) 

18. Access to this area has been historically guarded by the Zalabieh Tribe. Its mazelike Kharazeh Canyon is the main 
access point for its Jebel Umm al-Ishrin, a 20-domed mesa. Petroglyphs found at its Alemeleh and Anfaishiya (an-fai-
SHEE-ya) Inscription Sites began with its ancient Thamudic population, and a rock varnish caricature of a 
revolutionary figure associated with this area appears in its Siq Umm Tawaqi. Burdah Arch is one of this area’s well 
visited rock formations, and the Jebel ad-Dani is a national high point found in this location. Caravans crossing this desert 
were watered at a site described as a “five-foot paradise,” and a series of fluted turrets in this desert is named for the source of 
that description, the Seven Pillars of Wisdom, which is found near its Lawrence Spring. A shrine to al-Lat in this desert was 
built by the Nabataeans (na-ba-TAY-ans). FTP, name this red rock desert between Aqaba and Petra found in Jordan. 

Answer: Wadi Rum Desert or Wadi al-Qalat until al-Lat is mentioned 

19. The closest settlement to this feature is also noted for the Omar Ibn Khatab Mosque, it’s continent’s largest. The 
Monday River to the west of this location encounters identical geological features to those at this site, namely a three-
stage basaltic outcropping. That river is found to the west of Presidente Franco, which lies opposite this feature. The 
upstream Jose Richa and Salta Caxias (SAL-ta-KA-shas) dams control the water levels at this location said to have been 
created to punish the eloping lovers Naipi and Taroba. The nearest settlement above this feature is Puerto Yacuy. Parts of this 
feature called San Martin, Penoni, Bergano and Adam and Eva flow into the canyon of the Garganta del Diablo at this 
location. Eleanor Roosevelt remarked “Poor Niagara” when seeing, FTP, what massive collection of falls on a tributary of the 
Paraná River on the border of Argentina and Brazil? 

Answer: Iguaçu Falls 

20. A quasi-national park in this prefecture contains the Nakatsu River, which provides most of its water by means of the 
Miyagase dam. That park also protects the Hayato Great Falls and a shrine sacred to the rain god Afuri in the Oyama 
Mountains. The Miuri peninsula is a part of this prefecture known for tuna and bonito sourced from the port of Misaki that 
contains the southern half of the Keihin Industrial Zone. This prefecture contains the medieval capital of Kamakura (ka-ma-
KU-ra) and was named for the harbor district of the second largest city in Japan. FTP, name this prefecture whose capital is 
Yokohama known outside of Japan as the setting of a painting of a “Great Wave” by Hokusai. 

Answer: Kanagawa ken 

 



21. To the east of this mountain are the five interfluves of the Calanchi de San Giovanni. The Quinta Gualdaria (KIN-ta 
gwal-Dari-ya) highway meets the Sottomontano (so-to-mon-TA-no) at Monte Andreino below the triple-banded 
limestone cliffs of its eastern slope, while its gentler western slope contains the Fonte dell’Ovo. The Domagnano (do-
man-YA-no) Treasure, a trove of Ostrogothic jewels, sits in a museum on this mountain. A cable car beginning at Borgo 
Maggiore accesses this location in the north. The Cando River originates on this mountain, as does a tributary of the 
Marecchia (ma-RE-kya) that flows through Chiesanova (kye-sa-NO-va) and Acquaviva (a-kwa-VI-va). The Montale Tower 
and Torre Guaita were prisons on this mountain, while a wall which rises to Cesta (CHES-ta) Castle tops this peak that is 
depicted with three ostrich feathers in the hands of its nation’s patron saint. FTP, name this mountain upon which the world’s 
oldest surviving state was founded, the highest point in San Marino. 

Answer: Monte Titano 

22. The sagé is a ceremonial dance performed in this nation. Forest can be found on its Trou aux Chefs (troo au SHEFS) 
Volcano as well as Vallée de Ferny (va-LAY de fer-NEE), although 95 percent of it is deforested, the legacy of which is 
inherent in its St. Aubin plantation house. This country’s Le Morne peninsula contains a rock from which many of its 
escaped slave population leaped on the approach of police; unfortunately, they were coming to announce the abolition 
of slavery. Much of its electricity comes from the burning of bagasse (ba-GAS). This nation contains large Hakka Chinese 
and Tamil minorities, many of whom arrived at its Aapravasi Ghat (a-pra-VA-si ghat) to work in its cane fields. This half-
Hindu nation administers Agalega and the mostly Catholic Rodriguez Island, and also claims the Chagos Archipelago, 
including disputed Diego Garcia. FTP, name this island nation, a part of the Mascarene Islands, the former home of the dodo 
bird with capital Port Louis. 

Answer: Republic of Mauritius or Republique du Maurice or Republik Moris 

23. The Shetani Lava Flows cover the western part of this region. The Kanderi Swamp is the only water source in its east 
that survives the dry season, and the Aruba Dam preserves its Voi River for its endemic wildlife. Its eastern section’s 
main topography consists of the Mudanda Rock, and is otherwise a flat plain dominated by the bow-hunting Watta 
people. Lugards Falls is found on this region’s dominant river as it exits the Yatta Plateau. A gem variety of the 
grossular garnet species is named for this region. Referred to by the Kamba as “a place of slaughter,” it is drained by the Tiva 
River, while the Garama River bisects its eastern section. The jagged Ngulia Hills tower over a black rhino sanctuary in this 
region. A railroad built through this home of kudu, hartebeest, and buffalo was halted at Kima Station by two creatures that 
were the subject of a novel by John Henry Patterson. FTP, name this plains region containing two giant namesake national 
parks and game reserves in eastern Kenya best remembered for its namesake man-eating lions, the Ghost and the Darkness. 

Answer: Tsavo (prompt on “Western Coast Province” of Kenya) 

24. In his poem the Widsið, Deor boasts that he sought Wulfhere and Wyrmhere in the woods of this river. Bonfires are lit 
on this river’s banks at Nowa Huta to honor a princess who jumped into it to avoid marrying Rudigern. This river 
absorbs the Brennica (bre-NEE-tsa) and Skawa (SKA-va) before entering the Tyniec (TEE-nyets) Gorge beneath a 
Benedectine Abbey, then flows northeast until entering the Sandomierz (SAN-do-myej) Basin. This river’s delta is in the 
treeless Żuławy Plain (zhu-WA-vee). It begins as its Black and White branches merge at Mt. Barania. The Modlin Fortress 
guards its confluence with the Narew. After passing Toruń, a canal involving the Brda, Notec (NO-tets) and Warta (VAR-ta) 
Rivers, the Bydgoszcz (bid-GOSHCH), connects this river to the Oder before it cuts through the Pomeranian Highlands. This 
river received the ashes of murdered Jews at Auschwitz. FTP, name this river that flows past Wawel (VA-vel) Castle in 
Krakow and through Warsaw, the chief river of Poland. 

Answer: Vistula River 

25. The sea-turtle habitat of Isla Canas is connected by a sandbar to this peninsula. The first evidence of maize cultivation 
in its nation are found at its Monagrillo (mo-na-GREE-yo) Ruins. The Carato Parakeet is endemic to its Cerro Hoya 
National Park. The Albina is a dry forest surrounded by mangrove swamps on this peninsula where deforestation and 
overgrazing has created the artificial “desert” of the Sarigua. The valleys of Tonosi are part of its rugged southern coast, 
which rises to Mt. Canajagua (ka-na-HA-gwa), the “roof of” this peninsula which makes up the center of the Arco Seco 
climatic zone. The Santa Maria and Parita Rivers are the northern limit of this peninsula. The province of Veragua extends 
into it from the north, while the remainder of its territory is comprised of Los Santos and Herrera, whose main settlements are 
Las Tablas and Chitré. FTP, name this peninsula that separates the Gulf of Montijo (mon-TEE-ho) from the Gulf of Panama, 
whose Punta Mariato is the southernmost land in North America. 

Answer: Azuero Peninsula 



26. A marina in this village faces the islands of Marieskaret (ma-REES-ka-ret) and Tallholmen (TAL-hol-men). An 
overrepresentation of multiple sclerosis has been discovered in a population dwelling near a former economic engine 
outside this village. A quay for loading petroleum was built at this place’s namesake “strand,” as its main structure 
was drained and pumped full of jet fuel in the late 20th Century, though its feldspar first supplied a porcelain factory 
at Gustavsberg. A pegmatite intrudes a greenstone outcrop at this location. This settlement on Resaro Island has a name 
meaning “outer village,” and indirectly gives its name to a type of atomic clock that is more accurate than the cesium clock. 
This village is the type locality for the mineral Gadolinite (ga-DO-lin-ite), which was first described by Karl Arrhenius. FTP, 
name this village in Vaxholm, Sweden that was the site of the world’s first Rare Earth mine and gives its name to elements 
with atomic numbers 39, 65, 68, and 70. 

Answer: Ytterby 

27. A family of giant beavers that terrorized this body of water was slain by the hero Atachuukai (a-ta-CHOO-kai) 
according to the Gwi’chin people and by Yamozha according to the Tli’cho. Its nation’s largest national historic site, 
which centers on the Scented Grass Hills on its southwest edge, protects the heroic legends of its Ehdacho (e-DA-cho) 
and Sahoúé (sa-WAY) Peninsulas. A prophet who predicted the discovery of diamonds to its east, Ayah, lived to see 
the development at Gras Lake of the Diavik Mine. That eastern shore, at which the Camsell River enters Conjuror Bay at 
its McTavish Arm, also includes the former pitchblende mines of Port Radium. The Johnny Hoe River empties into its 
McVicar Arm, while the Keith Arm hosts its main settlement of Deline, also known as Fort Franklin, at which an outlet of 
this lake passes on to the McKenzie. FTP, name this largest lake completely within Canada, located in the Northwest 
Territories. 

Answer: Great Bear Lake 

28. WARNING, two answers required. Equilibrium between these two peoples was maintained by a princely class known 
as the ganwa. Cattle songs called ibicuba (i-bi-KU-ba) are common among both peoples, though stories of the greedy 
Sebgugugu (seb-gu-GU-gu) dominate among one people, while much of the folklore of the other revolves around the 
trickster Samadari (sa-ma-DA-ri). Contracts called ubuhake and uburetwa established the land-for-cattle relationship 
between these two people groups. One of these groups follows clan chieftains known as bahinza, while the other follows the 
feudal relationship dictated by a mwami. The least populous of these two groups have a traditional kingdom centered at 
Nyanza. Village level councils called gahaca are involved in prosecution of the most recent violence involving these two 
peoples, which was perpetrated by militias known as Interahamwe (in-te-ra-HAM-we). Tensions between these groups led to 
massacres following the death of Matara III and again following the death of Juvenal Habyirimana (ju-ve-NAL ha-byi-ri-
MA-na). FTP, name these two people groups which make up most of the population of Rwanda. 

Answer: Hutu and Tutsi 

29. An indigenous population based on this peninsula dwells at a shoreline they refer to as Gnoozhekaaning (gnoo-zhe-
KA-ning), or the Place of the Pike. That shoreline is found on a bay that shares its name with a river on this peninsula 
said to pass “to the waters of Pauwating” that was cleared with the aid of Kwasind and traversed in a vessel made 
using the quills of Kagh the Hedgehog. That river is home to a pair of brown waterfalls known for their high 
concentrations of tannic acid on this peninsula. An immigrant population that began settling on this peninsula with 
the founding of Herman in Baraga County runs a successor university to Work People’s College. The Keweenaw (KEE-
we-naw) Peninsula is a northern extension of this larger peninsula, and it contains its state’s highest point, Mt. Arvon. 
Containing the aforementioned Tahquamennon (ta-kwa-ME-non) River and beginning north of the Menominee River (me-
NO-me-nee), FTP, name this peninsula, home to large Chippewa and Finnish communities as well as the cities of Houghton 
and Sault Ste. Marie, connected with its larger southern neighbor by the Mackinac Bridge. 

Answer: Upper Peninsula of Michigan or UP of Michigan 

30. A family of amphipod crustaceans, the Crymostigidae (kri-mo-STI-gi-day), is endemic to this valley. A tradition in 
visiting this valley is to cast coins into its Peningagjá (pe-nin-ga-GYA) fissure from its Frederick VIII Bridge. This 
valley contains several rock formations and other natural features used in grisly punishments, such as a freezing pool 
used for drowning adulteresses named Drekkingarhylur (DREK-ing-ar-hy-lur). Silfra is one of its submerged canyons, 
the largest of which is the Almannagja (al-ma-na-GYA). Chiefs called godi took no more than 17 days to travel when 
summoned to this valley. A site in this valley, which is centered on the Logberg Rock, was seized from the owner of the 
estate Blaskogar on the Oxara River and contains a population of Arctic char protected at its principal lake, Thingvalavatn 
(thing-val-a-VA-tin). FTP, name this rift valley where the Gragas Laws were codified that was once home to the world’s 
oldest parliament, the Icelandic Althing. 

Answer: Thingvellir 



Tiebreakers 

31. A ridge connecting this peak’s three summits is characterized by a forest of cryoventifacts (kra-yo-VEN-ti-facts) 
known as its “ice mushrooms.” This mountain’s eruptive history consists of two sets of commingling magmas 
beginning with phonolite and trachyte, then progressing to mugearite and benmoreite. Feyerharm Knoll is a 
secondary vent that represents this mountain’s latest basanite eruptive phase. Mt. Hartigan is directly north of this 
mountain, while its companion peak is located across Bennett Saddle from Doumani Peak on its western slopes. This 
mountain’s south-facing horseshoe-shaped caldera is drained by the Parks Glacier and is known as Weiss Amphitheatre. Mt 
Waesche is a companion peak of this extremely remote mountain whose next eruption may pose dire consequences for the 
nearby McIyeal Ice Stream. FTP, name this mountain in the Executive Committee Range of Marie Byrd Land, the highest 
dormant volcano in Antarctica. 

Answer: Mt. Sidley 

32. The lands of the Krache, Nkonya and Tuwuli were flooded to create a reservoir on this river. One branch of this river 
is forced west by the highlands of the Gambaga Scarp before being forced south again southwest of Bolgatanga (bol-
ga-TAN-ga). A western branch of this river forms the eastern border of the states of Bougouriba (boo-goo-REE-ba) 
and Poni, before being dammed at the Bui Gorge, while the state of Sissili (si-SI-li) is found between its western and 
central branches. The Oti and Afram are the chief tributaries of this river which forms a linguistic boundary between the 
Dangme and Ewe people. The Akesombo (a-ke-SOM-bo) Dam has flooded most of the lower basin of this river which enters 
the Atlantic near Ada. FTP, name this river whose Black, White and Red branches meet at its namesake lake, the largest 
artificial lake in Africa, the chief river of Ghana whose upper portion was part of the former name of its northern neighbor. 

Answer: Volta River 

33. This capital city was built on the remains of a failed cotton farm once owned by the Bau tribe. A rainforest reserve in 
this city is focused on its Waisila Creek. This city’s Thurston Gardens exhibits its nation’s unique flora, including 
several endemic hibiscus plants. This city’s Holy Trinity Cathedral features an internal boat-shaped design. Two 
similar rituals from two different religions, one of which is the vilavilairevo (vi-la-vi-lai-RE-vo), are performed in this 
city; the other is the fire walking ritual of Uccita (ook-SI-ta) performed at its Mariamma Temple by this city’s thriving Hindu 
population. The house of parliament in this city features its nation’s masi tapestries as well as an orange trapezoidal roof, and 
is the vale ne bose lawa. This city overlooks the intersection of the Kaduvu Passage and the Koro Sea. FTP, name this city 
located on Viti Levu island, the largest city in the South Pacific and the capital of Fiji. 

Answer: Suva 


